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Attorney Docket No. 36856.541

METHOD FOR ADJUSTING A FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTIC OF AN EDGE

REFLECTION TYPE SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE DEVICE AND

METHOD FOR PRODUCING AN EDGE REFLECTION TYPE SURFACE

ACOUSTIC WAVE DEVICE

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a method for producing

an edge reflection type surface wave device for use in a

band pass filter, a trap or other suitable device, and a

method for adjusting a resonance frequency of an edge

reflection type surface wave device.

2. Description of the Related Art

As disclosed in, for example, Japanese Unexamined

Patent Application Publications No. 5-183376 and No. 5-

145370, various edge reflection type surface wave devices

which utilize a Shear Horizontal (SH) type surface wave such

as a BGS wave have been previously proposed.

In an edge reflection type surface wave device, an

interdigital transducer is disposed on a piezoelectric

substrate having two opposing edges. A plurality of

electrode fingers in the interdigital transducer are



extended in the direction parallel to the edges. An excited

surface acoustic wave is reflected between the two opposing

edges, a standing wave occurs, and the resonance

characteristic based on the standing wave is utilized.

Since the edge reflection type surface wave device

requires no reflector, it allows for miniaturization of a

surface wave device

.

For the production of the above-described edge

reflection type surface wave device, a wafer made of a

piezoelectric material is prepared. Then, a plurality of

interdigital transducers are formed on the wafer. Next, the

wafer is cut, two opposing edges thereof are formed, and a

plurality of edge reflection type surface wave devices is

cut out from the single wafer.

In the edge reflection type surface wave device, unless

the two opposing edges are correctly formed, desired

resonance characteristic and filter characteristic cannot be

achieved. Therefore, when forming edges using a single

electrode type interdigital transducer, each of the edges

has been previously cut out at the position spaced apart by

X/2 or an integral multiple of \/2, outward in the

propagation direction of a surface acoustic wave, from the

center of the electrode finger adjacent to each of the

outermost electrode fingers. On the other hand, when

forming edges using a double electrode type interdigital



transducer including a pair of electrode finger portions,

each of the edges has been cut out at the position spaced

apart by an integral multiple of k/2 f in the propagation

direction of a surface acoustic wave, outward from the

center between the pair of electrode finger portions of the

electrode finger adjacent to each of the electrode fingers

which are disposed on the outermost sides of the

interdigital transducer in the propagation direction of a

surface acoustic wave.

In an actual manufacturing process, a plurality of edge

reflection type surface wave devices is cut out from a wafer.

Also, when mass-producing edge reflection type surface wave

devices, interdigital transducers have been formed on each

of a plurality of wafers in the same manner, and the

plurality of wafers have been cut from above.

However, even if a plurality of wafers are prepared, as

well as a plurality of interdigital transducers are formed

in the same manner, and edges are formed with high accuracy

by cutting, a problem occurs in that the frequency

characteristics vary among the numerous edge reflection type

surface wave devices obtained. This is because the

piezoelectric characteristics vary from wafer to wafer.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In order to overcome the problems described above,



preferred embodiments of the present invention provide a

method for manufacturing an edge reflection type surface

wave device so as to eliminate variations in the frequency

characteristics among the edge reflection type surface wave

devices produced, and allowing a desired frequency

characteristic to be realized.

The method for adjusting a frequency characteristic of

an edge reflection type surface acoustic wave device

according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention

includes the step of determining a frequency characteristic

of an edge reflection type surface acoustic wave device

having a piezoelectric substrate. The edge reflection type

surface acoustic wave device has a pair of edges of the

piezoelectric substrate which define a predetermined

distance therebetween. The piezoelectric substrate is cut

at at least one of a pair of positions which define a

distance that is shorter than the predetermined distance

when a final frequency characteristic of the edge reflection

type surface acoustic wave device is to be higher than the

determined frequency characteristic, and is cut at at least

one of a pair of positions which define a distance that is

longer than the predetermined distance when a final

frequency characteristic of the edge reflection type surface

acoustic wave device is to be lower than the determined

frequency characteristic.



The positions at which the piezoelectric substrate is

cut in the piezoelectric substrate cutting step is

preferably shifted from positions of the edges which define

the predetermined distance in the frequency characteristic

determining step by about Xj 8 or less and more preferably by

about X/16, where the X is wavelength of a shear horizontal

type surface wave to be excited in the edge reflection type

surface acoustic wave device.

The edge reflection type surface acoustic wave device

may include a single electrode type interdigital transducer.

In this case, the positions of the edges which define the

predetermined distance are preferably located at approximate

centers of electrodes.

Alternatively, the edge reflection type surface

acoustic wave device may include a double electrode type

interdigital transducer. In this case, each of the

positions of the edges which defines the predetermined

distance is located at an approximate center of a pair of

electrode fingers constituting a double electrode.

According to another preferred embodiment of the

present invnetion, the method for producing an edge

reflection type surface acoustic wave device which includes

at least one interdigital transducer and utilizes a shear

horizontal type surface wave, includes the steps of forming

a plurality of interdigital transducers on a piezoelectric



substrate, cutting the piezoelectric substrate and producing

a reference edge reflection type surface acoustic wave

device including at least one of the interdigital

transducers and a pair of edges of the piezoelectric

substrate, the pair of edges defining a predetermined

distance therebetween, measuring a frequency characteristic

of the reference edge reflection type surface acoustic wave,

determining positions of a pair of edges defining each of

remaining edge reflection type surface acoustic wave devices

based on the measured frequency characteristic, and cutting

the piezoelectric substrate at the determined positions to

produce the remaining edge reflection type surface acoustic

wave devices

.

In the position determining step, a distance between

the pair of edges of the remaining edge reflection type

surface acoustic wave devices is preferably made shorter

than the predetermined distance when a final frequency

characteristic of the remaining edge reflection type surface

acoustic wave devices is to be higher than the measured

frequency characteristic, and a distance between the pair of

edges of the remaining edge reflection type surface acoustic

wave devices is preferably made longer than the

predetermined distance when a final frequency characteristic

of the remaining edge reflection type surface acoustic wave

devices is to be lower than the measured frequency



characteristic

.

The above and other elements, characteristics, features,

and advantages of the present invention will be clear from

the following detailed description of preferred embodiments

of the present invention in conjunction with the

accompanying drawings

.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a perspective view showing an edge reflection

type surface wave device in accordance with a first

preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 2 is a diagram showing the relationship between

the amount that the edge formed by cutting is shifted from

the designed position, and the ratio of the deviation amount

Af of the measured resonant frequency from the target

resonant frequency f with respect to the target resonant

frequency f, in the first preferred embodiment;

Fig. 3 is a diagram showing frequency characteristics

when the positions of the edge are the designed position of

-X/A, the designed position of -X/8 f and the designed

position of -X/16, in the first preferred embodiment;

Fig. 4 is a schematic plan view showing the electrode

configuration of an edge reflection type surface wave device

in accordance with a second preferred embodiment of the

present invention;



Fig. 5 is a partially enlarged plan view explaining the

cutting position at which an edge is formed, in the edge

reflection type surface wave device in accordance with a

second preferred embodiment shown in Fig. 4;

Fig. 6 is a diagram showing the relationship between

the position of the edge formed by cutting, and the ratio of

the deviation amount Af of the measured center frequency

from the target center frequency f 0 with respect to the

target center frequency f 0 , in the second preferred

embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 7 is a diagram showing frequency characteristics

when the positions of the edge are the designed position of

the designed position of -X/8, and the designed

position of -X/16, in the second preferred embodiment of the

present invention;

Fig. 8 is a perspective view showing a transversally

coupled type surface wave filter including single electrode

type interdigital transducers, as an example of surface

acoustic wave device to which preferred embodiments of the

present invention are applied;

Fig. 9 is a schematic plan view showing a transversally

coupled type surface wave filter including double electrode

type interdigital transducers, as an example of surface wave

device to which preferred embodiments of the present

invention are applied;
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Fig. 10 is a diagram showing variations in the

frequency characteristics in the transversally coupled type

resonator filter including single electrode type

interdigital transducers when the position of the edge is

varied;

Fig. 11 is a perspective view showing a longitudinally-

coupled type surface acoustic wave filter including single

electrode type interdigital transducers, as another example

of surface wave device to which preferred embodiments of the

present invention are applied;

Fig. 12 is a schematic plan view showing the electrode

i:Q configuration of a longitudinally-coupled type surface
i.y

„ acoustic wave filter including double electrode type

interdigital transducers, as still another example of a

surface wave device to which preferred embodiments of the

present invention are applied;

Fig. 13 is a plan view showing a ladder type filter

including single electrode type interdigital transducers, as

another example of an end surface reflection type surface

wave device to which preferred embodiments of the present

invention are applied; and

Fig. 14 is a plan view showing a ladder type filter

including double electrode type interdigital transducers, as

still another example of an end surface reflection type

surface wave device to which preferred embodiments of the

ru

CO

Q
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present invention are applied.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Fig. 1 is a perspective view showing an example of edge

reflection type surface wave device in accordance with a

first preferred embodiment of the present invention. The

edge reflection type surface wave device 1 in accordance

with this preferred embodiment is preferably an edge

reflection type surface wave device utilizing a BGS wave as

an SH type surface wave

.

The edge reflection type surface wave device 1 has a

piezoelectric substrate 2 having a substantially rectangular

plate shape. The piezoelectric substrate 2 is preferably

made of a piezoelectric single crystal such as LiNb03 , LiTa0 3 ,

or a piezoelectric ceramic such as a lead titanate

zirconate-based ceramic (PZT) . When the piezoelectric

substrate 2 is a piezoelectric ceramic, the piezoelectric

substrate 2 is subjected to a polarization process in the

direction of the arrow P shown in Fig. 1. The piezoelectric

substrate 2 has end surfaces 2a and 2b that are

substantially parallel with each other.

An interdigital transducer 3 is disposed on the top

surface of the piezoelectric substrate 2. The interdigital

transducer 3 has a pair of comb- shaped electrodes 4 and 5

which are preferably made of a suitable metallic material



such as Al . The comb- shaped electrodes 4 and 5 have a

plurality of electrode fingers 4a and 4b, and 5a to 5c,

respectively. In the interdigital transducer 3-, the width

of each of the electrode fingers 5a and 5c which are located

on the outermost sides in the propagation direction of a

surface wave, is preferably about X/8. Here, X denotes a

wavelength of an excited surface wave.

The width of each of the remaining electrode fingers 4a,

4b, and 5b is preferably about X/4 . The gap between

electrode fingers is preferably about X/4.

A distance between the end surface 2a and 2b is

preferably about X/2 x N, where X is a wavelength of a

surface acoustic wave to be excited by the interdigital

transducer 3 and N is an integer greater than one so that

the excited wave becomes a standing wave between the end

surfaces 2a and 2b.

In the manufacturing method for the edge reflection

type surface wave device 1 in accordance with this preferred

embodiment, firstly a wafer for forming the piezoelectric

substrate 2 is prepared. Specifically, a large-sized wafer

constructed of the above-described piezoelectric single

crystal or piezoelectric ceramic is prepared, and a

plurality of interdigital transducers 3 is disposed on the

wafer in order to configure a plurality of edge reflection

type surface wave devices 1.
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Next, the end surfaces 2a and 2b are formed by cutting

the wafer in the thickness, and thus the edge reflection

type surface wave device 1 is cut out. In the case, the

distance between the end surfaces 2a and 2b is set at a

designed value so that the edge reflection type surface wave

device 1 has a designed characteristics including a

resonance frequency.

As described above, however, the piezoelectric

characteristics vary from wafer to wafer, and consequently,

when numerous edge reflection type surface wave devices 1

are obtained from a plurality of wafers, the resonance

characteristics vary among these edge reflection type

surface wave devices

.

Accordingly, in this preferred embodiment, firstly a

pair of edges 2a and 2b are formed by cutting out from a

wafer at the designed positions, thereby the two opposing

edges of a single edge reflection type surface wave device

are formed, and the frequency characteristic, especially a

resonance frequency of the edge reflection type surface wave

device 1 with the edges formed, are measured. Thus, other

edge reflection type surface wave devices to be cut out from

the remaining portion of the wafer are presumed to have the

same measured frequency characteristics by cutting out from

a wafer at the designed positions. When the frequency

characteristic thus measured deviates from a desired one,
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the cutting positions of the two opposing edges are changed

so as to correct the deviation, and then two opposing edges

of each of the edge reflection type surface wave devices

configured at the remaining portion of the wafer, are formed

by cutting.

Specifically, an adjustment of the frequency is

performed by adjusting the forming position of the edges,

i.e., a distance between the edges. Conventionally, the

actual position of the edges 2a and 2b are determined to be

identical to the designed position of the edges 2a and 2b

that give a distance of about X/2 x N . In contrast, in

preferred embodiments of the present invention, the actual

positions of the edges 2a and 2b are set at the inside or

outside of the designed position in the propagation

direction of a surface acoustic wave so that the distance

between the actual the edges 2a and 2b may be either longer

than or shorter than the designed position of the edges 2a

and 2b that give a distance of about X/2 x n, thereby a

resonance frequency is adjusted.

This may be explained with reference to the relative

position from the position of an inner next electrode finger

adjacent to the outermost electrode finger. More

specifically, each of the positions of 2a and 2b has been

conventionally set at position spaced apart by X/2, outward

in the propagation direction of a surface acoustic wave,
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from the center of each of the electrode fingers 4a and 4b

adjacent to the outermost electrode fingers 5a and 5c. In

contrast, in this preferred embodiment, each of the two

opposing edges is formed by performing cutting at a position

on the inside or outside of the designed position, which is

the position spaced apart by about XI 2 from the center of

each of the electrode fingers 4a and 4b, outward in the

propagation direction of a surface acoustic wave.

Fig. 2 shows the variation in the resonant frequency of

the edge reflection type surface wave device 1 when the edge

2b is formed at positions shifted outwardly from the

designed position, which is spaced apart by about X/2 from

the center of the electrode finger 4b, in an edge reflection

type surface wave device 1 having fifteen pairs of

electrodes and eighty pairs of electrode, respectively. The

results shown in Fig. 2 are obtained from the experiments

wherein fifteen pairs and eighty pairs of electrode fingers

are disposed on a piezoelectric substrate made of PZT, in

the edge reflection type surface wave device 1, and wherein

X is about 58 \xm. It is to be noted that the term "pair"

referred to one electrode finger belonging to the comb 7

shaped electrode 4 and one electrode finger belonging to the

comb-shaped electrode 5 which are adjacent with each other.

The vertical axis in Fig. 2 represents the ratio Af/f

of the deviation amount Af = f x - f of the measured resonant



frequency fi from the target resonant frequency f with

respect to the target resonant frequency f. The "0" on the

horizontal axis represents the designed position, which is

spaced apart by X/2 from the center of the electrode finger

4b, outward in the propagation direction of a surface

acoustic wave. "The edge position" on the horizontal axis

refers to an edge forming position when the designed

position is set at the origin (that is, 0) . Here, the

direction from the designed position 0 means that an edge is

formed outside the designed position in the propagation

direction of a surface acoustic wave.

It is to be noted that Fig. 2 indicates the results

when both the edge 2a and the edge 2b are formed with the

same shift amount and in the same direction. It is

preferable that both the edge 2a and the edge 2b are formed

with the same shift amount and in the same direction so that

the edge reflection type surface wave device is symmetric

with respect to a center line that is substantially parallel

to electrode fingers of the interdigital lines. However, it

is possible to shift a resonance frequency only by shifting

either the edge 2a or the edge 2b from the respective

designed position.

As can be seen from Fig. 2, the resonant frequency

deviates by shifting the forming position of each of the

edges 2a and 2b from the designed position. In particular,
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it is recognized that the frequency is adjusted so that the

resonant frequency becomes lower when each of the edges is

formed by cutting the piezoelectric substrate outside the

designed position so that_ the distance between the edges^ 2a

and 2b becomes larger than the designed value of

approximately k/2 xN, and that the frequency is adjusted so

that the resonant frequency becomes higher when each of the

edges is positioned inside the designed position in the

^ propagation direction of a surface wave so that the distance

!

== between the edges 2a and 2b becomes smaller than the

Q designed value of approximately X/2 x N.
. m

lS In this way, the resonant frequency can be adjusted by

/ performing cutting at a position shifted from the designed
,tas

position outward or inward along the propagation direction

!

3 _ of a surface wave.
CO

!>S Accordingly, according to preferred embodiments of the

present invention, a calibration which indicates the

frequency shift with respect to positional shift from the

designed position of the edges such as Fig. 2 is first

obtained through an experiment. Then, a reference edge

reflection type surface wave device having a pair of edges

2a and 2b formed by cutting out from a wafer at the designed

positions and a resonance frequency of the reference edge

reflection type surface wave device is measured.

Thereafter, a deviation of the measured resonance



frequency from a designed resonance frequency is calculated,

and a positional shift amount and the direction of the shift

are obtained form the calibration based on the difference

so that the difference is canceled. In this way, an edge

reflection type surface wave device having an intended

resonant frequency can be achieved with reliability.

It is to be noted that, when the forming position of

each of the edges 2a and 2b are shifted too much from the

designed position outward or inward, not only the impedance

ratio of the resonance characteristic decreases, but also

unwanted spurious response occurs in the frequency

characteristic. The characteristic indicated by the arrow

PI in Fig. 3 shows the frequency characteristic when each of

the edges 2a and 2b is formed at the position shifted from

the designed position by about X/4 inward along the

propagation direction of a surface acoustic wave. When each

of the edges is formed at a position shifted from the

designed position inward beyond the range of about ±k/8, a

significant spurious response indicated by the arrow X in

the figure occurs in the frequency characteristic. On the

other hand, when each of the edges is formed at a position

shifted from the designed position outward beyond the range

of about ±X/B f the resonant frequency is different from the

above -described case, but the level of the spurious response

is equal thereto.
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The arrow P2 in Fig. 3 indicates the frequency

characteristic when the forming position of each of the

edges is within the range of the designed positions of about

± X/8, for example, at the designed position of about - X/Q,

It can be seen that the spurious response marked by "X" in

PI shown in Fig. 3 has been significantly reduced.

It is therefore recognized that the spurious response

can be effectively suppressed by forming each of the edges

at a position within the range of the designed position of

about ± k/8, and that the resonant frequency can be adjusted

with ease and reliability as evident from Fig. 2.

More preferably, each of the edges 2a and 2b is formed

within the range of the designed position of about ± X/16.

The arrow P3 in Fig. 3 indicates the frequency

characteristic when each of the edges 2a and 2b is formed at

the position of the designed positions of about - X/16. As

can be seen from the comparison with the characteristic

indicated by the arrow P2 in Fig. 3, in the characteristic

indicated by the arrow P3 , the above-described spurious

response is suppressed more effectively.

The edge reflection type surface wave device 1 shown in

Fig. 1 is an application example of a surface wave resonator

including a single electrode type interdigital transducer 3.

The present invention, however, can also be applied to a

method for manufacturing a surface wave device which
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includes a double electrode type interdigital transducer

having a pair of electrode finger portions.

Fig. 4 is a schematic plan view showing the electrode

configuration of an edge reflection type surface wave device

11 having a double electrode type interdigital transducer 12

in accordance with a second preferred embodiment of the

present invention.

The interdigital transducer 12 has a plurality of

electrode fingers. Each of the electrode fingers has a

'*Q double electrode (or split electrode) configuration wherein

a pair of electrode finger portions are provided. For

rp example, the electrode fingers 13 and 14 of the interdigital

J"
transducer 12 in Fig. 4 are configured so that electrode

jjjj

finger portions 13a and 13b, and 14a and 14b define pairs,

lU respectively.
CS

In this preferred embodiment, the position spaced apart
!*

by about X/2, outward in the propagation direction of a

surface acoustic wave, from the center of the electrode 13,

i.e., the center of the electrode finger portions 13a and

13b adjacent to the outermost electrode finger 14 in the

propagation direction of a surface acoustic wave, is set to

be a designed position, and an edge is formed by performing

cutting at a position within the range of about ±X/& from

the designed position.

Fig. 5 is an enlarged partial cutaway plan view showing
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the portion where an edge is to be formed outside the

electrode fingers 13 and 14 of the interdigital transducer

12 shown in Fig. 4, in the propagation direction of a

surface acoustic wave.

More specifically, the interdigital transducer 12 is

configured so that the electrode finger 13 thereof has a

pair of electrode finger portions 13a and 13b and that the

outermost electrode finger 14 thereof has a pair of

electrode finger portions 14a and 14b. When attempting to

perform cutting for forming the edge reflection type surface

wave device 11 from a wafer, the position (position C)

spaced apart by about X/2, outward in the propagation

direction of a surface acoustic wave, from the center of the

electrode 13, i.e., the center of the electrode finger

portions 13a and 13b in the propagation direction of a

surface acoustic wave, is set at a designed position, and an

edge is formed by performing cutting at a position on the

inside or outside of the designed position. Herein, when

cutting is performed at one of positions indicated by A to F,

there is a possibility that the electrode finger portion 14b

in the outermost electrode finger 14 is cut off.

Fig. 6 shows the variation in the resonant frequency

when each of the edges is formed in the manner described

above, and the position thereof is shifted from the designed

position which gives a distance of about X/2 x N in the edge



reflection type surface wave device 1. The results shown in

Fig. 6 are obtained from the experiments wherein an

interdigital transducer 12 having fifteen, thirty-four and

eighty pairs of electrode fingers are disposed on a

piezoelectric substrate constituted of PZT, respectively,

and wherein A, is about 3 6 urn.

The vertical axis in Fig. 6 represents the ratio of the

deviation amount Af = f 2 - f 0 of the measured resonant

frequency f 2 from the target resonant frequency f 0 with

respect to the target resonant frequency f 0 , and the

horizontal axis represents the position of the end surface.

The "0" on the horizontal axis means that the edge is

positioned at the designed position (position C) , which is

spaced apart by about X/2 from the center of the electrode

finger portions 13a and 13b, outward in the propagation

direction of a surface acoustic wave.

As can be seen from Fig. 6, in the edge reflection type

reflector including the double electrode type interdigital

transducer 12, the resonant frequencies vary in the same

manner as the first preferred embodiment by shifting the

position of each of the edges.

In the second preferred embodiment also, when each of

the edges is formed at a position that is shifted too much

from the designed position outward or inward, a significant

spurious response occurs in the frequency characteristic.
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The characteristic indicated by the arrow Ql in Fig. 7

show the frequency characteristic when each of the edges is

formed at the position shifted from the designed position by

about -X/4 along the propagation direction of a surface wave

As indicated by the arrow Y in the figure, a significant

spurious response is observed.

The characteristic indicated by the arrow Q2 in Fig. 7

shows the frequency characteristic when each of the edges is

located at the position that is shifted from the designed

position by about -X/8. It can been seen that the above-

described spurious response has been considerably suppressed

Also, the characteristic indicated by the arrow Q3 in

Fig. 7 shows the frequency characteristic when each of the

edges is located at the position that is shifted from the

designed positions by about -X/16. It is recognized that the

above -described spurious response is suppressed more

effectively when the position of each of the edges is within

the range of about ±X/16 from the designed position.

In the second preferred embodiment also, therefore, it

is confirmed that a superior frequency characteristic with

low spurious response can be achieved by forming each of the

edges at a position within the range of about ±X/B from the

designed position, more preferably, within the range of

about ±X/16 therefrom.

In the first and second preferred embodiments,



descriptions have been made of the example of the surface

wave resonator using a single electrode type interdigital

transducer, and that of the surface wave resonator using a

double electrode type interdigital transducer, respectively.

The present invention, however, can be applied to a method

for manufacturing various surface wave devices which include

single electrode type and double electrode type transducers.

Figs. 8 and 14 shows other examples of surface wave devices

to which preferred embodiments of the present invention is

applied.

Edge reflection type surface wave devices 21 and 31

illustrated in Figs. 8 and 9 are transversally coupled type

edge reflection type surface wave filters which have two

single electrode type interdigital transducers 22 and 23,

and two double electrode type interdigital transducers 32

and 33, respectively.

Fig. 10 illustrates characteristic examples of

transversally coupled type resonator filter using a

piezoelectric substrate preferably made of PZT, shown in Fig.

9. In Fig. 10, C indicates a characteristic when each of

the edges is formed at the designed position, and D, E, F,

and G indicate characteristics when each of the edges is

formed at the positions shifted outside the designed

position by about X/32, X/16, X/8, and respectively. As

can be seen, the center frequency can be adjusted by varying



the edge forming position. With respect to the filter

characteristics, it is noticed that the insertion loss is

very inferior and the spurious response are very large when

each of the edges is formed at the position shifted outside

the designed position by about X,/4 . When the edge forming

position is shifted outside the designed position by about

X/S i these filter characteristics exhibit moderate results,

and when the forming position is shifted outside the

designed position by about X/16, the filter characteristics

exhibit superior results. Although Fig. 10 shows the

results of the case where the edge forming position is

shifted outside the designed position, the shifting of the

edge forming position inside the designed position allows

the center frequency to be adjusted to shift toward a higher

frequency. In this case, the insertion loss and the

spurious response exhibits the same values as the case where

the edge forming position is shifted outside the designed

position. A longitudinally-coupled type resonator filter

which will be described below also shows similar results.

A surface wave device 41 shown in Fig. 11 is a

longitudinally-coupled type surface acoustic wave filter

wherein single electrode type interdigital transducers 43

and 44 are disposed on a piezoelectric substrate 42 along

the propagation direction of a surface wave.

An edge reflection type surface wave device 51 shown in



Fig. 12 is a longitudinally-coupled type surface acoustic

wave filter having double electrode type interdigital

transducers 52 and 53.

Edge reflection type surface wave devices 61 and 71

shown in Fig. 13 and 14 are ladder type filters having

single electrode type interdigital transducers and double

electrode type interdigital transducers, respectively.

The method for manufacturing an edge reflection type

surface wave device in accordance with preferred embodiments

of the present invention can generally be applied to the

production of various edge reflection type surface wave

devices besides the different edge reflection type surface

wave devices shown in Figs. 8 to 14 as described above.

As is evident from the foregoing, in the method for

manufacturing an edge reflection type surface wave device in

accordance with various preferred embodiments of the present

invention, even when the deviation of the frequency

characteristic due to wafers has occurred, an edge

reflection type surface wave device which has an intended

frequency characteristic can be easily achieved by measuring

the characteristic of the edge reflection type surface wave

device which has firstly been formed on the identical wafer,

and by adjusting the edge forming position in the remaining

edge reflection type surface wave devices on the identical

wafer depending on the deviation of the obtained



characteristic from the target characteristic.

In the first aspect of preferred embodiments of the

present invention, each of the two opposing edges is formed

by cutting the piezoelectric at a position within the range

of about +X/S from the designed position, and thereby the

frequency is adjusted to become lower. On the other hand,

in the second aspect of preferred embodiments of the present

invention, each of the two opposing edges is formed by

cutting the piezoelectric at a position inside the designed

position, for example, within the range of about -X/Q from

the designed position, and thereby the frequency is adjusted

to become higher.

In the first or second aspect of preferred embodiments

of the present invention, particularly when each of the

edges is formed by performing cutting at a position within

the range of the designed position of about + X/16, or the

designed position of about- X/16, the unwanted spurious

response is even more suppressed, thereby achieving a

superior resonant characteristic or filter characteristic.

In the third and fourth aspects of preferred

embodiments of the present invention also, after the

interdigital transducer has been formed on the piezoelectric

substrate, the position that is spaced apart by about X/2,

outward in the propagation direction of a surface acoustic

wave, from the center of the electrode finger adjacent to



each of the outermost electrode fingers, is set to be a

designed position, and each of the two opposing edges is

formed by performing cutting at a position within the range

of the designed position of about + X/8 or the designed

position of about - X/8. The unwanted spurious response,

therefore, can be effectively suppressed, thereby achieving

superior resonant characteristic or filter characteristic.

Furthermore, when forming each of the edges by performing

cutting at a position within the range of the designed

position of about + X/8 or the designed position of about

- X/8, the resonant frequency or the center frequency can be

easily adjusted to become lower or higher by adjusting the

position of each of the edges.

In the third or fourth aspects of preferred embodiments

of the present invention also, when each of the edges is

preferably formed by performing cutting within the range of

the designed position of about + X/16, or the designed

position of about - X/16, the unwanted spurious response can

be more effectively suppressed.

While the present invention has been described with

reference to what are at present considered to be preferred

embodiments, it is to be understood that various changes and

modifications may be made thereto without departing from the

invention in its broader aspects and therefore, it is

intended that the appended claims cover all such changes and
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modifications that fall within the true spirit and scope

the invention.
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